
WRITING SAMPLES: EXCERPTS FROM LONGER ESSAYS 

“An Inaccurate Picture: The ‘Reality’ of L.A. Ink and Tattoo Culture” 

When L.A. Ink premiered on August 7, 2007, it became TLC’s most-watched 

premiere to date, ranking in first place in crucial demographics such as 18-34 and 25-59 

(Claustro). The show was created after the success of TLC’s first tattoo-focused reality 

program, Miami Ink. Because of L.A. Ink’s female owner, and female-dominated staff, it 

was situated to cater to an audience that the male-dominated Miami Ink did not reach 

effectively. L.A. Ink follows both the personal and professional lives of High Voltage 

Tattoo’s owner, Kat Von D, and her staff members Hannah, Kim, Pixie, and Corey (the 

only male employee). Viewers are privy to the staff’s daily experiences designing and 

completing tattoos, as well as personal experiences, difficulties, and decisions. From an 

administrative perspective, L.A. Ink manages to secure a diverse audience, including men 

who want to see Kat in her skin-tight outfits, women who emulate her as a female role 

model, tattooed individuals who want to observe the art, and non-tattooed individuals 

who are part of more mainstream culture. By characterizing its cast members as real 

people who have experiences to which we can all relate, while they are still a part of the 

“subversive” tattoo culture, L.A. Ink is able to appeal to the most possible number of 

consumers. Thus, this show quickly became a cultural phenomenon and economic cash-

cow. Yet, it is not possible to be all things to all people, and L.A. Ink’s portrayal of tattoo 

culture leads to some difficult questions about the “reality” of this show. 

  



“Evolving from the Victorian: Mina Loy’s Reconstruction of the Female Body as a New 

Woman” 

 Scholars primarily describe Victorian women of the 19th century as the epitome 

of stereotypical repression and virtue, while the modern women of the early 20th 

century are heralded as the creators of revolution and interrogators of convention. As a 

poet, Mina Loy situates herself within the modernist camp in such a way that she is able 

to build a dialogue between herself and Victorian ideas of femininity. Loy’s works create 

bridges between notions of Victorian women in categories such as religion, 

motherhood, and sexuality, and the less idealized portrait of femininity pieced together 

by the diverse women associated with the Feminist movement of the early 20th century. 

Contemporaries of Loy such as Marianne Moore, Dorothy Richardson, Anna Wickham, 

Gertrude Stein, and Edna St. Vincent Millay treat many of the same subjects in their 

poetry and prose, yet Loy’s work—although it shares the biting satire found in other 

writers’ commentaries—draws attention to itself for the frequency of her brutal and 

grotesque verbal portraits of womanhood. Surrounded by the framework of the 

Victorian standards from which Loy was not far removed, she links her discussion of 

women and their role in society to those notions which were not yet considered 

obsolete. She then severs the connections between the modern and the Victorian using 

the honesty and viciousness of her perspective—an exercise in almost clinical-like 

objectivity—which serves as the foundation upon which she builds a new, modern 

woman.  

  

 
 


